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We present the first evidence of the decay B !  , using 414 fb1 of data collected at the 4S
resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy ee collider. Events are tagged by
fully reconstructing one of the B mesons in hadronic modes. We detect the signal with a significance of
3.5 standard deviations including systematics and measure the branching fraction to be BB !   
1:790:560:49stat0:460:51syst  104. This implies that fB  0:2290:0360:031stat0:0340:037syst GeV and is the
first direct measurement of this quantity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.251802 PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 13.25.Hw
In the standard model (SM), the purely leptonic decay
B !   [1] proceeds via annihilation of b and u
quarks to a W boson (Fig. 1). It provides a direct deter-
mination of the product of the B meson decay constant fB
and the magnitude of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix element jVubj. The branching fraction is
given by
 B B !    G
2
FmBm
2

8

1 m
2

m2B

2
f2BjVubj2B; (1)
where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, mB and m are
the B and  masses, respectively, and B is the B lifetime
[2]. The expected branching fraction is 1:59 0:40 
104 using jVubj  4:39 0:33  103, determined by
inclusive charmless semileptonic B decay data [3], B 
1:643 0:010 ps [3], and fB  0:216 0:022 GeV ob-
tained from lattice QCD calculations [4]. Physics beyond
the SM, such as supersymmetry or two-Higgs doublet
models, could modify BB !   through the intro-
duction of a charged Higgs boson [5]. Purely leptonic B
decays have not been observed before. The most stringent
upper limit on B !   comes from the BABAR ex-
periment: BB !  < 2:6 104 (90% C.L.) [6].
In this Letter, we present the first evidence for B !  
from the Belle experiment.
We use a 414 fb1 data sample containing 449 106 B
meson pairs collected with the Belle detector at the KEKB
asymmetric-energy ee (3.5 on 8 GeV) collider [7] op-
erating at the 4S resonance ( sp  10:58 GeV). The
Belle detector [8] is a large-solid-angle magnetic spec-
trometer consisting of a silicon vertex detector, a 50-layer
central drift chamber, a system of aerogel threshold
Cherenkov counters, time-of-flight scintillation counters,
and an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) comprised of
CsI(Tl) crystals located inside a superconducting solenoid
coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux return
located outside of the coil is instrumented to identify K0L
and muons (KLM).
We use a detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation based
on GEANT [9] to determine the signal selection efficiency
and study the background. In order to reproduce the effects
of a beam background, data taken with random triggers for
each run period are overlaid on simulated events. The
B !   signal decay is generated by the EVTGEN
package [10]. To model the background from ee !
B B and continuum q q (q  u; d; s; c) production pro-
cesses, large B B and q q MC samples corresponding to
about twice the data sample are used. We also use MC
samples for rare B decay processes, such as charmless
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FIG. 1. Purely leptonic B decay proceeds via quark annihila-
tion into a W boson.
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hadronic, radiative, electroweak decays and b ! u semi-
leptonic decays.
We fully reconstruct one of the B mesons in the event,
referred to hereafter as the tag side (Btag), and compare
properties of the remaining particle(s), referred to as the
signal side (Bsig), to those expected for signal and back-
ground. The method allows us to suppress strongly the
combinatorial background from both B B and continuum
events. In order to avoid experimental bias, the signal
region in the data is not examined until the event selection
criteria are finalized.
The Btag candidates are reconstructed in the following
decay modes: B ! D0, D0, D0a1 , and
D0Ds . The D0 mesons are reconstructed as D0 !
K, K0, K, K0S
0
, K0S
,
K0S
0, and KK, and the Ds mesons are recon-
structed as Ds ! K0SK and KK. The D0 and Ds
mesons are reconstructed in D0 ! D00, D0, and
Ds ! Ds  modes. The selection of Btag candidates is
based on the beam-constrained mass Mbc 	

E2beam  p2B
q
and the energy difference E 	 EB  Ebeam. Here EB and
pB are the reconstructed energy and momentum of the Btag
candidate in the ee center-of-mass (c.m.) system, re-
spectively, and Ebeam is the beam energy in the c.m. frame.
The selection criteria for Btag are defined as Mbc >
5:27 GeV=c2 and 80 MeV<E< 60 MeV. If an event
has multiple Btag candidates, we choose the one having the
smallest 2 based on deviations from the nominal values of
E, the D candidate mass, and the D D mass differ-
ence if applicable. By fitting the Mbc distribution to the
sum of an empirical parametrization of the background
shape [11] plus a signal shape [12], we estimate the number
of Btag ’s and their purity in the selected region to be 6:80
105 and 0.55, respectively.
In the events where a Btag is reconstructed, we search for
decays of Bsig into a  and a neutrino. Candidate events are
required to have one or three charged track(s) on the signal
side with the total charge being opposite to that of Btag. The
 lepton is identified in the five decay modes  ,
e e, , 0, and , which taken
together correspond to 81% of all  decays [2]. The muon,
electron, and charged pion candidates are selected based on
information from particle identification subsystems. The
leptons are selected with efficiency greater than 90% for
both muons and electrons in the c.m. momentum region
above 1:2 GeV=c and misidentification rates of less than
0.2% (1.5%) for electrons (muons). Kaon candidates are
rejected for all charged tracks on the signal side. The 0
candidates are reconstructed by requiring the invariant
mass of two ’s to satisfy jM m0 j< 20 MeV=c2.
For all modes except  ! 0, we reject events
with 0 mesons on the signal side. We place the following
requirements on the track momentum in the c.m. frame:
p‘ > 0:3 GeV=c for   and e e, p >
1:0 GeV=c for , p0 > 1:2 GeV=c for 0,
and p > 1:8 GeV=c for . We calculate
the missing momentum of the event in the c.m. frame
(pmiss) from pB and the momenta of charged tracks and
0’s on the signal side. We require pmiss > 0:2 GeV=c for
  and e e, pmiss > 1:0 GeV=c for ,
pmiss > 1:2 GeV=c for 0, and pmiss > 1:8 GeV=c
for . In order to suppress background where
particles produced along the beam pipe escape detection,
the cosine of the angle of the missing momentum
( cosmiss) is required to satisfy 0:86< cosmiss < 0:95
in the c.m. frame. We further require the invariant mass of
the visible decay products to satisfy jM mj<
0:15 GeV=c2 and jM ma1 j< 0:3 GeV=c2. All of
the selection criteria have been optimized to achieve the
highest sensitivity in MC simulations.
The most powerful variable for separating signal and
background is the remaining energy in the ECL, denoted as
EECL, which is the sum of the energies of neutral clusters
that are not associated with either the Btag or the 0
candidate from the  ! 0 decay. For neutral clus-
ters contributing to EECL, we require a minimum energy
threshold of 50 MeV for the barrel and 100 (150) MeV for
the forward (backward) end-cap ECL. A higher threshold
is used for the end-cap ECL because the effect of beam
background is more severe. For signal events, EECL must
be either zero or a small value arising from beam back-
ground hits; therefore, signal events peak at low EECL. On
the other hand, background events are distributed toward
higher EECL due to the contribution from additional neutral
clusters.
The EECL signal region is optimized for each  decay
mode based on the MC simulation and is defined by
EECL < 0:2 GeV for the  , e e, and 
modes and EECL < 0:3 GeV for the 0 and
 modes. The EECL sideband region is defined
by 0:4 GeV<EECL < 1:2 GeV for the  , e e,
and  modes and by 0:45 GeV<EECL < 1:2 GeV for
the 0 and  modes. Table I shows the
number of events found in the sideband region for data
(Nobsside) and for the background MC simulation (NMCside)
scaled to the equivalent integrated luminosity in the data.
Their good agreement for each  decay mode indicates the
validity of the background MC simulation. According to
the MC simulation, about 95% (5%) of the background
events come from B B (q q) processes. Table I also shows
the number of the background MC events in the signal
region (NMCsig ). The MC simulation predicts that the back-
ground in the signal region comes from B ! D0‘ 
semileptonic decays (90%) and rare B decay processes
(10%). About 30% of the background has K0L candidates
in the KLM.
In order to validate the EECL simulation, we use a control
sample of double tagged events, where the Btag is fully
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reconstructed as described above and Bsig is reconstructed
in the decay chain B ! D0‘  (D0 ! D00), fol-
lowed by D0 ! K or K, where ‘ is a
muon or electron. The sources affecting the EECL distribu-
tion in the control sample are similar to those in the signal
MC simulation. Figure 2 shows the EECL distribution in the
control sample for the data and the scaled MC simulation.
Their agreement demonstrates the validity of the EECL
simulation in the signal MC simulation.
After finalizing the signal selection criteria, the signal
region is examined. Figure 3 shows the EECL distribution
obtained when all  decay modes are combined. One can
see a significant excess of events in the EECL signal region
below EECL < 0:25 GeV. Table I shows the number of
events observed in the signal region (Nobs) for each  decay
mode. For the events in the signal region, we verify that the
distributions of the event selection variables other than
EECL, such as Mbc and pmiss, are consistent with the sum
of the signal and background distributions expected from
MC simulations. The excess remains after applying a K0L
veto requirement.
TABLE I. The number of observed events in the data in the sideband region (Nobsside), number of background MC events in the
sideband region (NMCside) and the signal region (NMCsig ), number of observed events in data in the signal region (Nobs), number of signal
(Ns) and background (Nb) in the signal region determined by the fit, signal selection efficiencies ("sel), and the extracted branching
fraction (B) for B !  . The listed errors are statistical only. The last column gives the significance of the signal including the
systematic uncertainty in the signal yield ().
Nobsside N
MC
side N
MC
sig Nobs Ns Nb "
sel% B104 
  96 94:2 8:0 9:4 2:6 13 5:63:12:8 8:81:11:1 3:64 0:02 2:571:381:27 2:2	
e e 93 89:6 8:0 8:6 2:3 12 4:13:32:6 9:01:11:1 4:57 0:03 1:501:200:95 1:4	
 43 41:3 6:2 4:7 1:7 9 3:82:72:1 3:90:80:8 4:87 0:03 1:300:890:70 2:0	
0 21 23:3 4:7 5:9 1:9 11 5:43:93:3 5:41:61:6 1:97 0:02 4:543:262:74 1:5	
 21 18:5 4:1 4:2 1:6 9 3:03:52:5 4:81:41:4 0:77 0:02 6:427:585:42 1:0	
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FIG. 2 (color online). EECL distribution for double tagged
events, where one B is fully reconstructed in the hadronic
mode and the other B is reconstructed as B ! D0‘ . The
dots indicate the data. The solid histogram is the background
from B B MC events (BB  B0 B0), while the dashed one
shows the contribution from B0 B0 events.
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FIG. 3 (color online). EECL distributions in the data after all
selection criteria except the one on EECL. The data and back-
ground MC samples are represented by the points and the solid
histogram, respectively. The solid curve shows the result of the
fit with the sum of the signal (dashed curve) and background
(dotted curve) contributions.
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We obtain the final results by fitting the obtained EECL
distributions to the sum of the expected signal and back-
ground shapes. Probability density functions (PDFs) for
the signal fsEECL and for the background fbEECL are
constructed for each  decay mode from the MC simula-
tion. The signal PDF is modeled as the sum of a Gaussian
function, centered at EECL  0, and an exponential func-
tion. The background PDF, as determined from the MC
simulation, is parametrized by the sum of a Gaussian
function and a second-order polynomial function. The
Gaussian function in the background PDF addresses devi-
ations from the second-order parametrization, which may
arise from a peaking component in the lower EECL. The
PDFs are combined into an extended likelihood function
 L  e
nsnb
N!
YN
i1
nsfsEi  nbfbEi; (2)
where Ei is the EECL in the ith event, N is the total number
of events in the data, and ns and nb are the signal yield and
background yield, respectively, to be determined by the fit
to the whole EECL region (0<EECL < 1:2). The results are
listed in Table I. Table I also gives the number of back-
ground events in the signal region deduced from the fit
(Nb), which is consistent with the expectation from the
background MC simulation (NMCsig ).
The branching fractions are calculated as B 
Ns=2"NBB, where NBB is the number of 4S !
BB events, assuming NBB  NB0 B0 . The efficiency is
defined as "  "tag  "sel, where "tag is the tag reconstruc-
tion efficiency for events with B !   decays on the
signal side, determined by MC simulations to be 0:136
0:001stat%, and "sel is the event selection efficiency
listed in Table I, as determined by the ratio of the number
of events surviving all of the selection criteria including the
 decay branching fractions to the number of fully recon-
structed B. The branching fraction for each  decay mode
is consistent within errors. To obtain the combined result
for all  decay modes, we multiply the likelihood functions
to produce the combined likelihood (Lcom 
Q5
j1Lj)
and constrain the five signal components by a single
branching fraction. The combined fit gives 17:25:34:7 signal
events in the signal region (Ns) and 24:17:66:6 in the entire
region (ns). The branching fraction is found to be
1:790:560:49  104.
Systematic errors for the measured branching fraction
are associated with the uncertainties in the number of
BB, signal yields, and efficiencies. The systematic error
due to the uncertainty in NBB is 1%. The uncertainty in
the signal yields arises from uncertainties in the signal and
background shape and is determined to be 23%26%. Here the
uncertainty due to the signal shape uncertainty is deter-
mined by varying the signal PDF parameters by the amount
of difference of each parameter between the data and MC
simulations for the control sample of double tagged events.
To determine the background shape uncertainty, we vary
the Gaussian constant of the background PDF by the
branching fraction errors from [2] for the dominant peak-
ing background sources [such as B ! D0‘;D0 !
K‘, etc.]. We then add in quadrature the variations
for the signal and background shapes. We take a 10.5%
error as the systematic error associated with the tag recon-
struction efficiency from the difference of yields between
the data and MC simulations for the control sample. This
value includes the error in the branching fraction BB !
D0‘ , which we estimate from BB0 ! D‘ in
Ref. [2] and isospin symmetry. The systematic error in the
signal efficiencies depends on the  decay mode and arises
from the uncertainty in tracking efficiency (1%–3%), 0
reconstruction efficiency (3%), particle identification effi-
ciency (2%–6%), branching fractions of  decays (0.3%–
1.1%), and MC statistics (0.6%–2%). These efficiency
errors sum up to 5.6% for the combined result after taking
into account the correlations between the five  decay
modes [13]. The total fractional systematic uncertainty of
the combined measurement is 26%28%, and the branching
fraction is
 B B !    1:790:560:49stat0:460:51syst  104:
The significance is 3:5	 when all  decay modes are
combined, where the significance is defined as  2 lnL0=Lmaxp , where Lmax and L0 denote the maxi-
mum likelihood value and likelihood value obtained as-
suming zero signal events, respectively. Here the
likelihood function from the fit is convolved with a
Gaussian systematic error function in order to include the
systematic uncertainty in the signal yield.
In conclusion, we have found the first evidence of the
purely leptonic decay B !   from a data sample of
449 106 B B pairs collected at the 4S resonance with
the Belle experiment. The signal has a significance of
3.5 standard deviations. The measured branching fraction
is 1:790:560:49stat0:460:51syst  104. The result is consis-
tent with the SM prediction within errors. Using the mea-
sured branching fraction and known values of GF, mB, m
[2], and B [3], the product of the B meson decay constant
fB and the magnitude of the CKM matrix element jVubj
is determined to be fBjVubj  10:11:61:4stat1:31:4syst 
104 GeV. Using the value of jVubj from Ref. [3], we
obtain fB  0:2290:0360:031stat0:0340:037syst GeV, the first di-
rect determination of the B meson decay constant.
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